Press Release

EIZO Expands Its CuratOR Surgical Panel Lineup with Seven 4K
Touchscreen Models
Rülzheim, Germany, October 26, 2021 – Today, EIZO
GmbH announces a range of new CuratOR Surgical Panel
standard models with 4K UHD resolution, new LUT switching,
and touchscreen options, as well as an optional intuitive video
management function. The EIZO Surgical Panel enables the
intraoperative workflow in the operating room (OR) to be
carried out from a central location.
The following new 4K standard models are available:
• SP1-324K: Viewing station with built-in 32-inch 4K monitor
• SP1-434K: Viewing station with built-in 43-inch 4K monitor
• SP1-494K: Viewing station with built-in 49-inch 4K monitor
• SP1-554K: Viewing station with built-in 55-inch 4K monitor
• SP1-654K: Viewing station with built-in 65-inch 4K monitor
• SP2-24-494K: HIS station with two built-in monitors (24-inch Full HD and 49-inch 4K)
• SP2-24-554K: HIS station with two built-in monitors (24-inch Full HD and 55-inch 4K)
The new Surgical Panel series offers 4K UHD resolution (3840 x 2160 pixels) and a proven design.
This is EIZO's response to the ever-growing number of high-resolution imaging systems. Every 4K
Surgical Panel is equipped with an easy-access LUT switch as standard. One of five predefined
look-up tables can be selected at the simple press of a button. This allows operators to display
various medical images and videos under optimal viewing settings.
Both new and existing CuratOR Surgical Panel can be equipped with capacitive touchscreens to
simplify intuitive operation of software in the OR. A modular interior design enables
customer-specific configuration. As a result, each 4K Surgical Panel can be equipped with the
optional VMbasic video management function. Operators can easily switch between video signals
connected internally or on the front at the simple press of a button. Two additional buttons allow
the selection of the preset layouts and the selection of the active window.
Surgical Panel have front USB ports as standard for connecting peripheral devices. There is also
the option of integrating additional interfaces on the front frame. These can be individually
connected to the inputs available in video management. Additionally, there is a wide range of
freely configurable variants on top of what is offered by the standard models. This means that the
number and size of the monitors, the material and color, integrated accessories, interfaces, as well
as PC and IT components can be selected depending on customer requests or the requirements in
the operating room. In addition, the EIZO software for OR integration, CuratOR Caliop, is best
operated via the Surgical Panel.
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Visitors to the Medica 2021 trade show from November 15 to 18 in Düsseldorf, Germany, can
see a selection of the new Surgical Panel at the EIZO booth, Hall 10, stand number H41.
About EIZO GmbH
EIZO GmbH is based in Rülzheim (Pfalz), Germany and is a leading manufacturer of visual
display solutions for medical imaging applications. The company portfolio includes a wide range
of monitors, video management systems and related accessory products. EIZO GmbH is a group
company of EIZO Corporation, a global leader offering total imaging solutions with a range of
monitors, software, video capture, processing and distribution solutions, cameras, and advanced
integrated technologies to meet the specialized needs of customers in business, creative fields,
healthcare, air traffic control, maritime, security & surveillance, and more.
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